In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Cumulative GPA Dean’s list.

To achieve this honor, each of these students has demonstrated an outstanding level of work over their academic careers to date. This group of students reflects well the high caliber student body of the Kimmel School.

To qualify for the Cumulative GPA Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 cumulative grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on all coursework.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this outstanding academic distinction.

Freshman
Matthew Steven Hauser

Sophomore
Mahdi Mohammed S Al Numays
Salem Mansoor S Albabakri
Khali Abdurahman A Alghamdi
Saeed Mohammed S Alyami
James Caleb Madison Bishop
Gregory Lee Burghaner
Dustin Wayne Burgess
Jacob Daniel Caneal

Junior
Alex C Berner
Milton James Canupp
Nathan Kristoffer Carlson
Emma Meaghan Castanho
Tristen Daniel Chapman
Bradley Alan Chapman
Ethan Wayne Christian
Blair Andrew Cooper
Jesse Lloyd Curtis
Charles David Detweiler
Wesley Edward Dixon

Freshman
Ghaib Khalid Shutayfi
Jordan T. Thomas

Sophomore
Terail Wayne Clonts
Matthew Dalton Dail
Bailey Evan Davis
Noah Allan Dunham
Austin Douglas Elliott
Keaton Brent Foster
Zachary Russel Henderson
Jonathan Andrew Ledford

Junior
Brandon Scott Dulaney
Pierce Ray Erich
Karen Marie Farmer
Ashley C. Fisher
John linsey Fowler
Gary Colton Hargus
Wesley Blake Hawn
Darien Rebeckah Hewett
Tai Nguyen Huynh
Wesley Byron Johnson
Bradley Scott Kanai

Senior
Isaiah Medina Acevedo
Edward Blake Anderson
Aiden Ryan Berger
Melissa Pool Biddix
Carl Wayne Britt
Patrick Paul Casper
Jordan Phillip Chaires
Jeffrey Kenneth Cochran
Logan Andrew Edwards
Hillary Brooke Fearnington
Nathan Brooks Fisher
Heath Dellinger Forbes
Kaleb Joseph Fizzell
Anthony Logan Gentry
Michelle Idia Gosnell
Christopher Eric Graybeal
Adan Cole Gropp

Ghaib Khalid Shutayfi
William Charles McCray
Carsen Leigh Ann McKeel
Wesley Dalton Mull
Ronald Chad Nichols
Nathanial James Pine
William Francis Quigley
Matthew Miller Rink
Brian Scruggs

Sophomore
Larry Ben Ledford
Robert Grider Mason
Spencer Watkins McDonald
Glenn Darius Morrison
Benjamin Sheldon Mudry
Nicholas Alan Neal
Jeffrey Robert Parlier
Ronald James Regan
Matthew J. Savarda
Dylan L. Shook
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi

Junior
David Nathaniel Nestler
Kristina Beth Ohara
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko
Patrick Cole Penland
Brittany N. Phillips
Williams Portel
Scott O Price
Cody Allen Rayburn
Tami Reader Rhom
Clyde Wayne Roberts
Toby Eriin Rocket
Jacob Bly Rogers
Matthew Taylor Scheffel
Jeremy Jason Schererhorn
Lee Clark Sechrest
Joyce Antonioette Siqueira
Ricardo Freitas Siqueira

Senior
Leroy Harrill
Justin Brian Harris
David G. Hartman
David Alan Hedrick
Justin Blane Hess
Eric Lloyd Hollifield
Adam Kyle Huggins
Jason Daryl Hunsinger
Christopher Daniel Jennings
Kenneth Ray Jessup
Monty Steven Leard
Garrett Keith Lewis
Jeffery Wayne Lucas
Hermes Esteban Marquinez
Cassey Brooks McDowell
Barry Dewayne Melton
Peter J. Mueller

David Nathaniel Nestler
Kristina Beth Ohara
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko
Patrick Cole Penland
Brittany N. Phillips
Williams Portel
Scott O Price
Cody Allen Rayburn
Tami Reader Rhom
Clyde Wayne Roberts
Toby Eriin Rocket
Jacob Bly Rogers
Matthew Taylor Scheffel
Jeremy Jason Schererhorn
Lee Clark Sechrest
Joyce Antonioette Siqueira
Ricardo Freitas Siqueira

Senior
David Nathaniel Nestler
Kristina Beth Ohara
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko
Patrick Cole Penland
Brittany N. Phillips
Williams Portel
Scott O Price
Cody Allen Rayburn
Tami Reader Rhom
Clyde Wayne Roberts
Toby Eriin Rocket
Jacob Bly Rogers
Matthew Taylor Scheffel
Jeremy Jason Schererhorn
Lee Clark Sechrest
Joyce Antonioette Siqueira
Ricardo Freitas Siqueira

Senior
Alan Michael Smith
Justin Lee Tallent
Carl Heinrich Tannenbaum
Joshua Tyler Tanner
Ronald William Thomas
Sampson Thor
Cheng Xing Thor
William Anderson Todd
Ross Palmer Tolley
Brian Vandergraff
Richard Harry Vang
Robert Louis Walker
Ethan Kyle Ward
Rodney Jonathan Waters
Cody Watts
Melissa Anne Williams
Aaron W. Young